The Abu Dhabi HOPE Consortium and Dubai Vaccine Alliance are distributing COVID-19 vaccines to developing countries around the world. Taking advantage of the UAE’s strategic location and vast logistics network, both organizations are working with international partners to safely deliver millions of vaccine doses to countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

Speaking at a recent event, Deputy Chief of Mission Shaima Gargash highlighted the UAE’s efforts and ongoing commitment to improving global public health.

"By working with international partners like the World Health Organization and UNICEF, millions of doses have already been transported from the UAE to places that have the greatest needs."
We welcome the historic visit of His Holiness Pope Francis to Al-Tahera Church, supported by the UAE & UNESCO. The visit sends a clear message to the world that harmony & cohesion between the followers of all religions is the only way for the advancement & progress of humanity.

"We believe the world needs to come together in the spirit of optimism," says Maha Al Gargawi, Vice President, #Expo2020Dubai, on the importance of fostering partnerships,
This week I joined my Emirati @mbrspacecentre friends @astro_hazzaa and @astro_alneyadi for spacewalk training @nasajohnson #neutralbouyancylab. Sharing knowledge and experience is one of the best parts of @nasa partnerships in space!

In a discussion on the Abraham Accords with the @BethTikvahOH community in Ohio, Head of Political Affairs Alia Al Suwaidi outlined several of the areas in which the UAE and Israel are collaborating – from COVID-19 research to exploring renewable energy opportunities.
Our #Podbridge podcast is live, tune into a discussion I had on women’s empowerment w/ two pioneering ambassadors: @AusAmbUAE & @MarcyGrossman - we discuss what UAE, Australia & Canada are doing for women in diplomacy

---

This Month in History

In March 2019, the UAE hosted the Special Olympics World Games in Abu Dhabi, where 7,500 athletes from more than 190 countries competed across 24 Olympic-style sports. The Games were the first World Games ever held in the Middle East and North Africa. More sports than ever before were played by “unified teams”—comprising athletes with intellectual disabilities and their “unified partners”—making this the most “unified” Games in the 50-year history of Special Olympics.
UNITED FOR A BETTER FUTURE

With shared interests and common values, the UAE and US are close friends and strong allies
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